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SummerSummer  ProjectProject
Objective:Objective:

To send data to theTo send data to the
chips on this boardchips on this board
from a far off locationfrom a far off location

……..and that is exactly..and that is exactly
what happenedwhat happened……..
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DØ ExperimentDØ Experiment
The DØ experiment is focusedThe DØ experiment is focused
on precise studies ofon precise studies of
interactions of protons andinteractions of protons and
antiprotons at the highestantiprotons at the highest
available energies.available energies.

DØ detector is one of twoDØ detector is one of two
large particle detectors here atlarge particle detectors here at
Fermilab.Fermilab.

ItIt’’s basically a camera.s basically a camera.

Can inspect Zillions ofCan inspect Zillions of
collisions but records just acollisions but records just a
fewfew



DØ DetectorDØ Detector
CalorimetersCalorimeters TrackerTracker
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SystemSystem
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Electronics Electronics (Boards are in there somewhere)(Boards are in there somewhere)
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Silicon Readout Data FlowSilicon Readout Data Flow
The SVXThe SVX

sequencersequencer
controls SVXcontrols SVX

chips andchips and
transfers datatransfers data
from the SVXfrom the SVX
chips to thechips to the

readout crates.readout crates.
The SVX chipsThe SVX chips

digitize 128digitize 128
analog inputsanalog inputs
from siliconfrom silicon

strip detectors.strip detectors.
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SVX Sequencers are at anSVX Sequencers are at an
obscure location on theobscure location on the
detector.detector.
In order to change theIn order to change the
firmware on any of thefirmware on any of the
chips, for testing orchips, for testing or
otherwise, someone hasotherwise, someone has
to go down to theto go down to the
detector.detector.
To do this, they needTo do this, they need
permission (You canpermission (You can’’t justt just
walk onto the platform).walk onto the platform).

If only we can reprogram If only we can reprogram 
the boards without going to themthe boards without going to them

physically?physically?

ProblemProblem



Programming FPGA ChipsProgramming FPGA Chips



FPGA and FirmwareFPGA and Firmware
Field Programmable GateField Programmable Gate
Array.Array.
They are sThey are semiconductoremiconductor
devices containingdevices containing
programmable logicprogrammable logic
components called "logiccomponents called "logic
blocks", and programmableblocks", and programmable
interconnects.interconnects.
Firmware is a set ofFirmware is a set of
instructions programmedinstructions programmed
on an FPGA.on an FPGA.
Unlike software, it is notUnlike software, it is not
loaded from a disk andloaded from a disk and
unlike hardware, it can beunlike hardware, it can be
modified once installed.modified once installed.



How the chips are connected onHow the chips are connected on
the boardthe board

JTAG (Joint Test Action Group) Chain

The JTAG chain is a group of FPGAs daisy-chained together via a JTAG interface.

A JTAG interface is a special four/five-pin interface added to a chip



From 1553
bus

SVX SequencerSVX Sequencer

Physics Data
OUT

Physics Data

 IN

The SVX Sequencer boards are 9U by 280mm circuit boards that reside in slots 2The SVX Sequencer boards are 9U by 280mm circuit boards that reside in slots 2
through 21 of each of eight through 21 of each of eight Eurocard Eurocard cratescrates



1553 Bus and Controller1553 Bus and Controller
The 1553 bus is a deviceThe 1553 bus is a device
which consists of a wire pairwhich consists of a wire pair
that transfers data or powerthat transfers data or power
between computerbetween computer
components inside acomponents inside a
computercomputer or between or between
computers .computers .

The controller operatesThe controller operates
according to a command listaccording to a command list
stored in its local memory tostored in its local memory to
direct the busdirect the bus

To accommodate the myTo accommodate the my
program the 1553 driver,program the 1553 driver,
the program is tailored tothe program is tailored to
talk to the bus bit at a time.talk to the bus bit at a time.



Diagram of ProcessDiagram of Process
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The old and the newThe old and the new

JTAG Chain

JAMPLAYER

JAMPLAYER

get1553/
put1553

1553 Bus 1553 Chip JTAG Chain



Software:Software:
How the JAM PLAYER WORKSHow the JAM PLAYER WORKS

Clock (TCK)

Timing (TMS)

Data Input (TDI)

Data Output (TDO)



How long is a millisecond ?How long is a millisecond ?
((JTAG Timing)JTAG Timing)

Number of Loops vs. Number of Loops per Millisecond
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Things I learnedThings I learned

How to use Unix, VXworks, PythonHow to use Unix, VXworks, Python

How a 1553 bus and controller worksHow a 1553 bus and controller works

How the D0 Experiment worksHow the D0 Experiment works
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THE ENDTHE END

No questions?No questions?
NICE!!!NICE!!!

Thank you.Thank you.



1553 Bus Driver and Controller1553 Bus Driver and Controller
To accommodate the aTo accommodate the a
program the 1553 driver, aprogram the 1553 driver, a
program to talks to the driverprogram to talks to the driver
bit at a time, had to bebit at a time, had to be
merged with the Jam Playermerged with the Jam Player
Software.Software.

1553 bus software

Altera Jam Bytecode player

Controller
Driver


